Tuebora Scales Up Your IAM Entitlements
Management Processes for Oﬃce or Home

Overview
Your IAM processes are at the intersection of your company’s institutional knowledge, regulatory
compliance, and departmental needs. With Covid-19 and new work-from-home requirements, the
biggest challenge facing most companies is scaling these processes without having to reinvent
them.
Most organizations are built for an approximate 95% to 5% ratio of a local versus remote staﬃng
requirement. Now the work-from-home user is the majority of your company’s workforce and for
many organizations, this will become a permanent trend as companies look to reduce real-estate
costs and overhead. Companies caught unprepared are struggling and may have put aside
governance requirements just to stay operational.
Adjusting to this new reality requires viewing the challenges from two perspectives: the employee
and the administrator.

The Administrator
The administrator, in order to adjust to new circumstances,
may need to quickly alter existing provisioning rules. This
means being able to see at-a-glance all rules and make
changes on-the-ﬂy. Access approvers can change quickly as
businesses downsize or upsize. Bottlenecks in approver
processes need to be tracked, as user roles and
responsibilities may suddenly change. Provisioning and
change histories become critically important as part of a
need to continuously audit access modiﬁcations as they
are being made. Massive personnel changes also may
result in a large number of orphaned accounts. IAM teams
need to help asset management teams identify and
crosscheck orphaned accounts. Orphaned privileged
access accounts will also need to be identiﬁed and
corrected.
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The Employee
If processes scale the way they should, employees won’t see the work that goes into making rapid
IAM changes as they occur to the business. Shifts in job responsibility will tax self-service portals
as remote work access changes. Your employees will need a single portal where they can:
1. request changes to access business systems and assets,
2. view and track the approvals process,
3. request changes to business groups or teams,
4. as managers, view and advocate changes on behalf of employees, and
5. view communications from the IAM team providing direction for account and access changes.

Why Tuebora
Tuebora provides an access control and communications platform that contains all the elements
you need to make (or complete) the shift to a remote workforce. Uniquely built and priced as
subscription micro services, any part of Tuebora can be added to your existing IAM infrastructure.
Data is easily imported from existing systems and SCIM servers so that organizations can quickly
transition to the new work-from-home paradigm.
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